
Math 153 - Test 2 Name
March 20, 2014 Score

Show all work to receive full credit. Supply explanations where necessary.

1. (12 points) A jar contains 3 quarters, 5 dimes, and 1 penny. Two coins are selected at
random without replacement.

(a) Sketch the complete tree diagram for the experiment. Include the probabilities of
each path.

(b) What is the probability of getting at least 30 cents?

(c) What are the odds in favor of getting exactly 11 cents?
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2. (10 points) The following table shows the numbers of chocolate chips counted in each
of 24 Hannaford Chocolate Chip cookies.

11 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14
14 14 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 17 21

Determine the quartiles, the interquartile range, and the cutoff values for outliers.
Then sketch the modified boxplot.

-�

10 12 14 16 18 20

3. (4 points) A certain test has a mean of 79.728 and a standard deviation of 6.4. If your
z-score on the test was 2.23, what was your actual test score?
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4. (6 points) Refer to the chocolate chip counts given in Problem 2.

(a) Find the percentile for a cookie with 14 chips.

(b) Find the number of chips at the 65th percentile.

5. (4 points) The odds against winning a certain game are 17 to 3. What is the probability
of winning?

6. (4 points) A PSC student is selected at random. Let A be the event that the student
is taking a statistics class. Let B be the event that the student is a female. Are A and
B disjoint? Explain.
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7. (10 points) Suppose A and B are events such that P (A) = 0.85, P (B) = 0.55, and
P (A ∪B) = 0.93.

(a) Determine P (A ∩B).

(b) Determine P (B).

(c) Find the odds in favor of A.

(d) Determine P (B|A).

(e) Are A and B independent? Explain.

8. (4 points) Two people are selected at random. What is the probability that they were
born on the same day of the week?
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9. (4 points) A card is selected at random from a standard deck. Let A be the event of
drawing a red card. Let B be the event of drawing a jack. Are A and B independent?
Explain.

10. (3 points) When Sabrina asked to use the family car, her mother said, “No way! With
all this snow and ice, there is a 95% chance you’ll have an accident.” What type of
probability (theoretical, experimental, subjective, or geometric) did Sabrina’s mother
compute? Explain.

11. (5 points) If you make random guesses for 10 multiple-choice test questions (each with
five possible answers), what is the probability of getting at least one correct?

12. (5 points) The five-number summary for a data set is:

Min = 7, Q1 = 26, Med = 43, Q3 = 51, Max = 92

What are the cutoff values for outliers? Does the data set have any outliers?
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13. (10 points) After election day, a number of registered voters were surveyed. The data
are given in the table below.

Democrat Republican
Voted 47 65
Did not vote 74 26

One of these registered voters is selected at random.

(a) What is the probability that the person is a Republican?

(b) What is the probability that the person did not vote?

(c) What is the probability that the person is a Republican who did not vote?

(d) What is the probability that the person did not vote given that the person is a
Republican?

(e) Are voting and being Republican independent? Show work or explain.
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14. (10 points) A letter is selected at random from the word MISSISSIPPI.

(a) What is the sample space for this experiment?

(b) What is the probability of each outcome in your sample space?

(c) Are your probabilities above theoretical, experimental, or subjective? Explain.

(d) If B is the event of drawing the letter S, then what is the event B?

(e) Steve claims that the odds of selecting an S are 4/11. Is Steve correct? If not,
correct him.
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15. (9 points) Three letters are selected, without replacement, from the English alphabet.
Let x represent the number of vowels that are selected. The probability distribution
for x is shown below.

x P (x)

0 7980
15600

1 6300
15600

2 1260
15600

3 60
15600

(a) How can you be certain that the table describes a probability distribution?

(b) What is the expected value of x?

(c) Are there any unusually large or small values of x?
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